Figure 1. Amitabha Buddha. Courtesy of the author.
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prepare for death. The point is to find a practice that you connect with and
develop familiarity with that. Presenting all these meditations is designed
to help you find that right practice and to offer the rich array of preparatory
practices.

The Bardos and the Trikaya
The trikaya, or “three bodies,” is a central doctrine that relates to the three
stages of dying, death, and rebirth.70 It describes how a Buddha manifests in
three bodies, dimensions, or modes. A Buddha is one with the formless absolute (dharmakaya, “truth body”), yet manifests in relative form (sambho
gakaya, “enjoyment body,” and nirmanakaya, “emanation body”) to benefit
others. In other words, the dharmakaya is the essence of the mind, and the
sambhogakaya and nirmanakaya are the display of the mind. The doctrine
expanded to include the three modes of existence. These are three levels of
reality, going from complete formlessness (the dharmakaya), to completely
formed (the nirmanakaya), and everything in between (the sambhogakaya).
The doctrine of the three bodies describes reality in terms of decreasing levels of density, or materiality. The dharmakaya is less solid than the
sambhogakaya, which is less solid than the nirmanakaya. Each preceding
kaya, or “body,” therefore, is in a sense more spiritual. Each kaya is also associated with one of the three bardos (see table 1). The study of the three bodies, and the meditations associated with them, help us organize an otherwise
confounding set of experiences and to prepare for them.
Liberation at any kaya, in any bardo, is equivalent. One level is not better
than another. Recognition at the end of the bardo of dying results in liberation at the level of the dharmakaya; recognition in the bardo of dharmata

Kaya

Manifestation

Opportunity for
recognition

Dharmakaya

Formless

At end of bardo of dying

Sambhogakaya

Ethereal form

During bardo of dharmata

Nirmanakaya

Form

During bardo of becoming

Table 1. The three kayas and opportunities for liberation in the three bardos
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Figure 2. The Peaceful and Wrathful Deities. Courtesy of the author.
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Table 2. Stages of the outer dissolution and their correspondences
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Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

element

earth to water

water to fire

fire to wind

wind to
consciousness

consciousness to
space

chakra

navel chakra

heart chakra

throat chakra

secret chakra

crown chakra

wind

equal wind

life wind

descending wind

ascending wind

pervading wind

sense

sight

hearing

smell

taste

touch

skandha

form

feeling

perception

formations

consciousness

outer sign

body loses strength

control of fluids
is lost

hot, then cold

short inhalation;
long exhalation

respiration ceases

inner sign

heaviness

hazy, foggy

loss of
recognition

floating,
hallucinations

continues from
stage 4

secret sign

shimmering mirage

smoke

fireflies, sparks

butter lamp

continues from
stage 4
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thought states of aggression. And from that arises the remaining five stages
of the outer dissolution, now appearing in reverse, from subtle to gross.
In other words, the subtle form of the elements arise in reverse order:
from space arises the energy of wind; from that, fire; from that, water; and
from that, earth.47 But instead of manifesting a physical body composed
of the five gross elements (which doesn’t happen until conception and the
beginning of the next life), a mental body is generated. This is what travels
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Figure 3. The hourglass
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Figure 4. The Wheel of Life. Courtesy of the author.

nondual point of reality. Just like a black hole, not even space or time can fit
through this singularity. This is why the bardo of dharmata is beyond space
and time. Nothing in this manifest world goes through to the “other side.”
In the upper reaches of the chipper, the gross outer body is ground up
(outer dissolution). In the inner reaches, the subtle body turns into dust
(inner dissolution). Any form—physical (body) or mental (consciousness)—is chewed up and left behind. It’s only the extremely subtle and inde-
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